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The greatdiscrepancybetween the old traditions
and themodern Westernway oflifeasdisseminatedby
television,magazines,tourismand rapidlyincreasing
education(withmixed sexes)is increasingtension
among the young. They do not know how to behave.
Even religious faith is weakening.

We observed that those who are educated are more
prone to the â€˜¿�cryfor help' (68 per cent). They appear
to be vulnerableto theconflictbetweenoldand new
cultures,whereas simple people,especiallythose
outside big cities, are more satisfied and content. The
strong faith and cohesion of the traditional society
are stabilizing factors. Another stress is the new law of
compulsory educationfor thosebetween 6 and 45
years of age, which has brought to notice those who
cannotcope withthedemands ofschooling.The sick
role can exempt from education on medical grounds.
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NORADRENERGIC OVER-ACTIVITY IN
CHRONIC SCHIZOPHRENIA

DEAR SIR,
U. C. R. Gomes and colleagues(Journal,October

1980, 137, 346â€”51)claim that statisticalanalyses
eliminatedthepossibilitythattheirfindingofincreased
noradrenalineand cycleAMP in the cerebrospinal
fluidofchronicschizophrenicswas relatedto neuro
lepticmedication.They explainedthattheWilcoxon
testwas appliedto patientsreceivingmedication
who were matched for (interalia)diagnosis,with
patientsnotreceivingmedication.
How was thispossible,giventhatTable I showed

that alltheirchronicschizophrenicpatientswere
receiving medication?
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A. A. SCHIFF

DEAR SIR,

Dr Schiff has quite correctly pointed out that all the
chronicschizophrenicpatientsinour studywere on
neuroleptic medication. It was therefore not possible
to make direct comparisons of medicated and un
medicated patients in this category, nor did we claim
to have done so.

Consequently, we were compelled to examine the
effects of medication on CSF noradrenaline and
cyclic AMP concentration in the other three groups of
psychiatricpatients,i.e.those with acute schizo
phrenia, psycho-organic disorders and personality
disorders. Our findings clearly showed that neuroleptic
medication made no significant difference to any of
the parameters studied. We therefore feel fully justified
in our interpretation that â€œ¿�.. . neither the elevated
noradrenaline nor cyclic AMP concentrations in the
chronic schizophrenics were attributable to drug
effectsâ€•.
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OILY INJECTIONS THAT OOZE

DEAR SIR,

Some observations of an experienced nurse on the
technique and results of giving depot injections for
schizophrenia might help patients, nurses and doctors.
I have noticed, and you can easily confirm this, that
some of the oily injection frequently leaks out of the
puncture in the skin, soiling clothes or sticking plaster.
Put plasters on injection punctures and you will see
what I mean. Sometimes these leaks must be a
significant proportion of the volume of drug originally
injected, and I strongly suspect that this is the ex
planation of the comment frequently heard in
psychiatric wards, â€œ¿�theinjection never touched herâ€•.

Years ago, leaking and staining was a common
problem withintramuscularinjectionsof iron.Many
nurses nowadays have forgotten, or never been
taught, the technique used then of sliding the skin to
one side before the injection and then back afterwards,
sealing the track of the needle. It works.
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IDENTIFICATION OF DISEASE ENTITIES
DEAR SIR,

Even Kendell and Brockington's paper (Journal,
137,324â€”31),which doesn'tgo farenough,makes us
posethequestionofwhen isitappropriatetodiscuss
whether psychiatricterms referto dimensionsor
categories. The idea that a mathematical technique
could resolve it is a philosophical mistake, one which
will obscure rather than clarify real issues. Any two
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